KIPI NEWS

Think rich, grow rich!

WHAT IS KIPI?

This is the community of the successful people who help each other. You help someone from the community and other members start to help you. KIPI doesn’t have a center where all the members’ money go – all your donations are spread within community without the middleman – directly from one member to another. KIPI doesn’t have a company that rules it, the community members are ruling themselves, thousands of people get to know about the community from their friends and share financial help among each other.

Top dreams fulfilled with the help of community are buy a car, have a trip with a family, get an education and buy a house. For example you want to buy a car which costs R30000 but you’ve got on R5000. Donate R5000 today and you’ll get your car approximately in 12-15 months. Or you want to make some renovation in your house and it costs R4000. Donate R1000 and you will get the funds for renovation in approx. 10 months. Thousands of people already got this. You can be the next if you join. Read the real stories below to learn how they did it.

HOW TO JOIN

1. Visit the web site http://mydeposit241.com/803944967
2. Fill in the registration form. Please do not forget to use your “Invite code” (in the bottom of this page)
3. Add your bank details, on which you will be getting the financial help from other users.
4. Create your dream following the prompts in your account area.
5. You can also ask your guide or the person who has given you this newspaper to help you to become a member and create your dream. Remember that after doing this you can become a guide and help people to realize their dreams. This is paid. You’re getting bonuses from each member underneath you. Learn more about this from other KIPI guides.

FESTIVE SEASON PROMOTION

Dear Friends! The Festive season is close by. Soon we will celebrate Christmas and New Year. The Community congratulates you with the upcoming Holidays and launches the traditional Festive Season Promotion – “double the bonuses” (“All bonuses X2”).

During this promo, you will get additional 25% bonus for all your dreams created from 1st till 31st of December 2015! And if the member used you as the reference – you will get TWICE MORE bonuses!

But this is not all surprises! Any member can take part in a competition which starts on the 1st and finishes on the 31st of December 15, rules are simple - become the most active member and get R300 000! Hurry up! Do not miss your Festive season chance to fulfill your dream!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GUIDE NAME</th>
<th>PHONE</th>
<th>INVITE CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
NEW STORIES FROM MEMBERS

All the stories are published “as is” with original grammar and punctuation. If you got your own story and you want to share it with community, please send it to mystory@mydeposit241.com and get R1000 if your story is published in the newspaper. If you see your story but you didn’t get your rewards, please send us your name and invite code from the email which was uses previously to submit your story.

MY KIPI STORY

by Tseke Moshabane

Hi. I am from Limpopo Burgersfort. The first time I heard about Kipi i was like a dog with Two tail. The person who told me about business Internet is my colleague.

This guy was sitting with me at work it was lunch time and then he said to me "I am buying a brand new Car and I have half a million in my account", I thought to myself that this guy's brain is Malfunctioning. Week two the guy came late at work when we knock off I saw him opening a brand new ford then I raise my eyebrows I am extremely happy to know and to be a member. No more credits or instalment.

And I Thank YOU GOD and all the members as well as the guy who helped me. I am gonna buy house and the car of my choice.

I have deposited first R200 for 12 month and gonna deposit R5000 for 16 months. After my dream comes true, then I know what to say and proof to my family and extended family about this amazing Internet business.

Thank you so very much.

TO DREAM IS TO BELIEVE

By Ponysa

Dear members, what a privilege to write this article to be published in this newspaper. I was introduced to Kipi by my one and only younger sister last year in September. Like most of KIPI members I hesitated, but eventually a year later I joined. I am enjoying everything to do with KIPI. What I like most is that I am my own boss. As we know most people are interested in social networks but I have decided to use my computer to make money for myself and my family logging on to mydeposi241.

Currently, I have 3 long term dreams and 2 short term dreams of which one has matured. The long term dream will allow me to buy a house of my dreams because now I am renting a granny flat, the target time is three years, and I will be able to buy my house cash.

How can I forget to mention 20% Hot Spring bonus for people who created dreams in the month of October, I am one of those and the bonus I will receive when my dream matures is R600 for free. Viva KIPI Viva. I thank God for this and I thank my younger sister for introducing me to KIPI...

MYDEPOSIT241 MATTERS

by Roger

Hi, I’m from Johannesburg. I am one of those people who used to swim in the pool of whinging and whining with wishful thoughts until I met a friend of mine who introduced me to KIPI. On a honest note, it gives me a great joy to see my money growing every day at no cost. I joined KIPI last month but I am positive and confident my dream will be matured. I am waiting tirelessly for the money. In fact, KIPI is a “dream come true”.

I have been around for quiet sometime trying to find out more information on how to invest with a company that will provide more interest. KIPI is better than all banks and Investment companies in South Africa. Initially I had doubt. I did not believe
By working together, we can defend our beloved against poverty and financial problems. We are not after money but we need money to cope in this world. Our dreams need money to be fulfilled. That is why today I am proudly a KIPI member.

Who would like to live in this type of condition? Very soon, my living condition would be changed.

LET US WORK TOGETHER AS COMMUNITY MEMBERS

KIPI OUR HOPE

by Masizole Bheme

My name is Masizole Bheme, I heard about KIPI on 2013, but I was afraid as I thought it was a push push scheme. I joined KIPI COMMUNITY from February 2014; I made a donation of R1000 for 3 months which accumulated to be R2000 on June 2014 I withdrawn R1000.

Now I have made big dream amount of KIPI as I trust and believe in this community. I’m young and happiest man as I’m still studying Kipi has helped me to pay rent, school fees and everything else.

Now I look forward to further my studies and I’m looking forward to renovate my home. With KIPI I have alleviated poverty at home and I don’t want to just benefit, but I don’t want to just benefit alone but I want to run an organization where I will be helping street kids by feeding them and buying clothes for them. I encourage all those who have not started to invest to KIPI to come and join from as little as R100 you can be the richest person ever.

Thanks to the founder(s) of KIPI COMMUNITY YOU HAVE CHANGED OUR LIVES, KIPI HAS BROUGHT BACK LOST HOPES.......

“DREAMS ARE DREAMS WITH DEADLINES FORWARD KIPI FORWARD”

MY KIPI DREAM COME TRUE

by Nathi Maphumulo

Hello, my name is Nathi residing at OHLANGE which is one of INANDA’s semi urban areas. I wish to admit something I discovered while reading the testimony of different financial challenges, that KIPI members have encountered, is that they are more or less the same.

There are so many bogus get rich schemes out there. It’s ironical that these fly by night are legally registered. They are being recognized and authorized by the powers that be. I was a member of a Kwamashu based association for gain called SIYAKHULA, which was founded by the very educated academics. Siyakhula literary means “we are growing”, Believe it or not, we did not gain, hence we did not grow. As soon as we paid subscription fees for dividend shares, we heard through Metro FM when the board of directors were sending shout outs to each other celebrating the launch of a new company name, with a same vision. The offices relocated without notification of the sleeping partners, which one of them is yours truly. One of the JSE listed companies did the same thing, selling R1.00 PER share investment.

All we gained at the end of the day is nothing except the receipts. The last time I heard from them is when they sent me the news letter, stating
my nominated proxy to handle my account, a pure garbage white collar crime that has no room for client’s benefits, mercy and righteousness. They are probably still ripping off their helpless clients as we speak. They keep the money and the customers keep the papers forever.

Some kind of Leonardo Decaprio’s WOLF OF WALL STREET. Some of them are on TV. Hence they are trusted, because we trust anything that appears on these socializing agencies. We even go to fortune tellers, prophets, or sangomas to find out, what is wrong with our lives while the trouble makers are right inside our homes. I have been through thick and thin times as far as financial investment is concerned. I cannot be able to tell all of them on this space. I eventually developed a skeptic tendency for anything that uses any persuasive skills for financial promises. One of the courses I learned through BA with a major in communication science at UNISA taught us that some adverts have nothing to do with a truth, except the selling of the product. Hence the man who drinks the gin always wins or Sorghum beer can make you happy and strong. Unfortunately the semester course was left incomplete with 9 credits successfully done due to financial constrains.

When I tried to recruit my sister in law to join a transport cooperative company, she told me she does not need to join a co-operative because she is a KIPIAN. She encouraged me and gave me KIPI details to dig deeper to verify its legitimacy. I even discovered that KIPI escalated to 80 countries after being established in RUSSIA, which is something that made me confident. This country is very fond of having good name internationally. I also learnt that the well known and respected Soweto business man is also KilPI member. Coincidentally the senior member who joined our cooperative was already gaining from being a KIPI member. Ever since I joined in August, I invest on monthly basis because I’m currently creating a monthly salary, since one cannot rely on unstable income from a community based NGO, that provides life skills and career guidance to school leavers and after School care for orphans and vulnerable children and the youth. The NGOs do more work efficiently with low budget and earn less as much because their income source is sponsorship or donations as a once off support, because there is more demand than the supply. There are times where the community based NGOs operate with a shoe string budget, and unable to provide to the needy clients.

During financial decline, my fiancée helped me with the payment of my kipi dream. She knows it will change our lives for us and the kids, because she knows that with prosperity of KIPI stokvel everything is possible. We have opened the club account with cooperative members using the treasurer’s personal details’ after signing a partnership agreement because we want to rely on KIPI for cash flow and be able to create jobs and employ a multitude of the unemployed, especially the out of school youth. The government needs assistance. We can’t sit back and expect the government to provide everything, while we fold our arms. We need to help each other in a very communal way, which is a genuine gesture of humanity.

Money “can be the root of all evil”, if it’s being praised and worshipped instead of god’s faith. On the contrary, there is nothing wrong with living a good and CLEAN prosperous life. Poverty incites one to do wrong things. We intend to donate
towards the good cause through the foundation that will help the poorest of the poor in the community should our dream come true.

“FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS, HOWEVER HARD THEY ARE.”

by Clint Johnson

Hi All Kipians.

Its a pleasure writing this letter of thanks to all kipi members. I'm a hard working father of 3 kids, so in the past my salary was just enough for the basics in our household, I could not effort to spoil my family the way they deserve to be spoil (as a father always wants the best for his family). In 2013 i become indebted trying to make ends meat and wanting to buy a house for my family, i borrowed some money trying to invest it in a certain scheme but unfortunately the scheme collapsed (so you can imagine what went though my mind at the time) i hated my life thinking nothing good will ever happen to me.

In October 2014 one of my friends told me about kipi but i didn’t want to hear anything about investment (not understanding the concept of kipi as a stockvel).

By 16 December 2014 he phoned me again and told me that kipi has paid him out and myself and him should go to the bank and ill have proof that its working. After work i picked him up and went to the bank where he withdraw all of is matured money..(i was like hey my man are you sure this is kipi money) he just laughing and said, can you see ; I need to next to me so that we can both make moola, from that day on i never looked back only moving forward, i started doing my research and reading facebook groups comments, i was hooked, since than my wife's dream matured in July 2015 and my dream also matured in August 2015, i still have many more dreams waiting to mature in early 2016.. oh not forgetting the bonuses we collect by signing up or referring other people.

If it wasn't for my friend that kept on pursuing me to join kipi i would still be complaining about being broke.

We bought a new Fridge and a washing machine with kipi money... Viva kipi all the way. :)
has been fulfilled' I could not believe my eyes. I decided to live it there. Slowly but surely, my interest was maturing on a daily basis and that gave me hope that, Kipi is the real deal. About ten months later, I withdrew my money which helped me in so many things.

With my monthly contribution of dreams in my Kipi account, my dream is to myself owning a company one day, and working hand in hand with Kipi to change lives of our fellow South Africans and the rest of the world. I believe that everyone deserves a better life and with Kipi life is better and easier.

START MAKING YOUR FUTURE TODAY!

by Seun mabetwa

Dear Kipi Family

I am one of the members who doubted kipi. I thought Kipi is one of scams that has run away with money. My wife has never tried to convince me. She just continued dreaming, the happiness and smiles were always on her face when people call her to join. I wanted to know and understand more about it. I am Taxi driver in profession. I was always hearing people talking about kipi in a taxi, I was listening to conversation tentively.

Then one day I gave my wife R1000 and I didn’t mention what it was for. Then during the day I called and explained that was for kipi. Since then I have never looked back. I have 4 dreams all will be maturing next year. I can’t wait for the next year. As for now we enjoy bonuses that my wife is getting through recruiting. Kipi is our lifes and our future. Next year I won’t be mugeza anymore I’ll be my own boss. We are buying QUANTUM WITH KIPI MONEY. We have build two rooms for our children and we won’t stop.

MYDEPOSIT MAKES DREAMS REAL!

by Sharlot Raphiri

I knew that she was anxious about her upcoming birthday. My mother, who turned 50 years on the 15th July, has always desired to celebrate her 50th birthday with family and friends. Being a single mother of four children and unemployed the reality of the celebration was fading with each day as the day approaches, because she could not afford it.

A friend of mine told me about Kipi, I remember sitting on the edge of a couch demanding to know where is the catch. I repeatedly said it is too good to be true, something is definitely fishy with this Kipi. After this encounter, I told him I will sleep on it, even pray about it. During that period I realised that mother’s birthday was fast approaching.

I did the unthinkable and best decision I have done thus far for the betterment of my finances. I joined the amazing community of Kipi, where dreams are turned into reality. I applied for a short-term dream to test waters. To my amazement the day I clicked on the WITHDRAW BUTTON money was deposited in my bank account on the very same day.

Not only did my dream become a reality but my mother’s dream of having family and friends celebrating her 50th birthday together with her twin brother was realised. I had more than enough money to make sure that everything was catered for it.

Thank you Kipi community for financial freedom, I believe if it was not for Kipi I could have been compiled to take out a bank loan. Today I would be in debts. Thanks to Kipi for financial freedom and for turning dreams into a reality.
GRATITUDE TO KIPI

by Lawrence Bodibe

Hi, my name is Lawrence Bodibe from Phiritona Heilbron, first time I heard about kipi from my wife, she came home and told me about it, and she heard about kipi from a friend. So I was not interested about it until I made my own research and only to find out that this thing it's real. And i immediately took my last R300 to invest to kipi for 4-6 month from july 2015 and by november 2015 I will be getting my money which is R600. Kipi support team is super. Every month I put R500 into my dream for about 12-16 month so if u want to know about kipi or u want to join.

"come join kipi"

KIPI=LESS STRESS

by Given Leshaba

Hi kipians
Im Given Leshaba from Mamelodi

Life with small income is not good at all, I have been on stress every month, especially when you are parent, my accounts were in arrears not answering my phone because knowing people want their money.

I hear someone talking about kipi but I didn't know much about it, that's when I went to internet to do research about it, I started to have interest but I didn't know where to start, luckily I got my friend whom I met via Facebook, she is a member of kipi and she explained everything after that I told myself what am I waiting for. I was investing somewhere for 15years by August 2015 it was my final date to get my money, I took half of that money to creat a dream of R10,000.00 for 12-16 month when I saq how that my dream grew with space of small time, I told myself that I will create another dreams every month, for bonus is amazing, I can't wait 2016/2018.

I won't go back anymore I will keep creating dreams every month so that I will leave this life of poverty forever and live the life of the richest and also helping other people to follow my steps by joining it. KIPI ROCKS, CHANGE PEOPLES LIFES THANKS.

DOUBHTING KIPI-DOUBHTING YOURSELF!

by Mzamo Zwane

Kipi is my Life Changer

Hi Community, My name is Mzamo Zwane and this is my story.

I heard about Kipi in August 2014 but like everyone else I also thought this was one of those scams which have defrauded many people before, but I changed my mind when an old lady who is my colleague showed me her matured dream. I then created my first dream in February 2015 for R1000, from that time I have been creating a R1000 dream every month this means that from August 2016 I will be earning R20 000 every month for 16 months because I am not planning to break my pattern (R1000 deposit every month for 16 months) I plan to take R15 000 and deposit back the R5000 so in the next 16 months I will be earning R100 000 every month so in 5 years only, I will be a millionaire!

Even though my first dream only matures in August next year but I am not without the money as I am withdrawing bonuses from my referrals and I am recruiting nonstop. If you doubt Kipi you certainly doubt yourself and your future is uncertain!

Soon I will be flying around in my own private jet!
With Kipi we break the chains of poverty!

LETS TOGETHER SAY “NO” TO POVERTY!
Hey hey....I have joined kipi to help and contribute towards my brothers registration in june 2016 next year, should I win more than a thousand I would love to also spoil my son by giving him a day of fun. From the zoo to playing games at the mall.

I have attached me and my son's photo together, as well as my brother and son together. Kipi have truly been wonderful and I love the fact that the supporting team doesn’t take long should you have an equity or need help with anything.

I had joined in the past with a R1000 and successfully reached my dream and received a R2000 which helped make a difference for me financially!

Thank you.

--

My ultimate dream is to create a dream of R1 million, all of which will go to my mother so that she can retire and renovate her house. My mother has always been there for me and has singlehandedly put me through school from Grade 1 all the way to tertiary level. She made a lot of sacrifices for me and I feel that it is my turn to take care of her. I also want to create a dream to ensure my niece's educational fund is secure for her so that she can study to be whatever she would like to be as well as help my sister out in starting her business.

I know with Kipi all this will be possible.

Thank you family

KIPI IS A BIG MIRACLE

--

Hi my name is Makhosi Bhengu in Hammarsdale (KZN) under Durban. I heard about Kipi in February but I couldn't care about it. I didn't believe in the system up until I saw my friend's daughter joined it and she explained to me how good it is to join Kipi.

I joined kipi in May with 100 rand and same month I made another dream for R300 it was my first time creating a dream on my own, my friend's daughter told me how to create a dream. There's a space where you have to explain that how worth it is your dream.
My aim was to make 16 months which means I was supposed to write an amount of R6000.00 but unfortunately when I was about to write six thousands, I wrote 600 rands by mistake, the system gave me a waiting period of 4 months.

I was angry because I wanted to keep my dream for 16 months, but no it's fine I will see if Kipi is really working, guess what I got my R600 in October I was so happy. You won't believe that I make a dream every month because my aim is to make my own monthly salary.

At the end of the day I want to earn one million monthly and I want to be a millionaire. Thank you very much my kipiza you have already changed my life, I believe this is God's plan to change our lives. Bye kuhlupheka bye. Walal a wasala wawuka wazisola

Forward! Kipi fowaaaaaaard!

VIVA KIPI, VIVA!

by Mbuyiswa Nhlapo

Hi im Mbuyiswa Nhlapo very young boy, ambitious boy let me tell you about this (life saver investments) kipi is a life saver, a comforter. I wish I knew kipi from 1995 when it was established kipi is the comforter indeed. We no longer go to bed with an empty stomach. Kipi is really dont doubt it. Ask me I know

I found kipi through the guy called rorisang, hes my church colleague and we also play musical instruments together at church so one of the days I said to him. "One day I wanna be a millionaire" then he started introducing kipi to me, I had no interest and I was doubtful, especially when he was talking about schemes investments.

He told me about his background on how he suffered and all that, now as we speak hes a thousanaire he is on his way to become a millionaire.

Then after 1 year I realised that his life is changing bit by bit then I asked him what the secret behind your success. His answer was "kipi" then the following week after raising a certain money I went to internet cafe to read more and research more about kipi thats when I stared believing in kipi and believing my guide rorisang that I can become a millionaire through kipi. Thats when I started to join with an amount of r2000 and following r5000 and also r10 000 for monthly income. Today I swim in riches I no longer starve. So kipi its true. Believe it

Now im on a strategy of donating r1000 every month so for a hint by 2020 I be having 64 million lol yes r64 000 000 00. lol yes to good to be true I know!

My dream is to become a millionaire then help people who needs help especially youth, give back to the community, creat more jobs without requiring experience and high qualifications so that they wont go to bed with an empty stomach.

I managed to have a licence and laptop with a monthly income I get from kipi.
With that monthly income from kipi I can hire a car for now so that I can go for presentations while I'm still waiting for my dream to reach so that I can get my permanent car, my own car.

At my place I also managed to help with a little amount to extend the house to help my mom as we speak now my mom shes in capetown for a vacation I started to pay for her everything!

People of south africa kipi is real!

**HAPPY STORY FROM A HAPPY PERSON!**

*by Zamo Sizwe Nxumalo*

My name is Zamo Sizwe Nxumalo, from Melmoth Kwazulu Natal. I am a third year law student at the University of Zululand. I first heard about kipi from my classmate. I created a dream of R500 last year and this year I got R10 000.

I am a child of GOD, as a result I did not worry about questions like; is this real? who has made it and so on. GOD just confirmed it to me that I should join this community.

As for now I am able to buy food and cover my accommodation since I don't have a sponsor. wow! wow! wow! kipi has become a sponsor to me. Friends were laughing at me, saying I don't have money and I'm from a poor background yet I deposit exorbitant monies on other peoples account.

Yet I did not allow that to trouble me. As for now my family is happy because I'm even able to bring food on their table. I am in my penultimate year of study and I am quite confident on 2017 I will be able to do practical legal training which is a law course requiring an amount of R12000.

KIPI is my best, KIPI is number one. Thanks to the support team which works everything with great efficiency. I'm a happy person!!

---

**“KIPI IS THE LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL.”**

*by Phindile Zulu*

Hello there, dear Kipi!

My sister’s high school friend introduced me to Kipi. God bless her!

I firstly started with investing R1000 for R2000 after 5 months and created another dream for R5000 to get R15000 after 6-9 months. The R1000 dream matured at the right time because I had to drive to Durban for a family gathering, it really helped me a lot! And my R15000 matured this month so I withdrew the R10000 and reinvested R8000 for long term and I left the R5000 to grow further. I used the R2000 to buy my self a phone and a tablet!

I know this might sound light for other people but its a great deal for me because I am unemployed and live on disability grant. I also made some of my family who were keen to join!

Not only does Kipi give us financial freedom, it also gives us hope that there is light at the end of the tunnel! I’m only hoping for the best for this stokvel and that our government fails to succeed with their investigation to close our only HOPE! Kipi is the way, people must join and make money! The Kipi system is on another level, great work! God bless the intelligent minds that started Kipi!